Conserve Water Today For Tomorrow’s Generations

Water. Agua. Neeru. Biyo. No matter how you say it or where you live, what state, what country, what continent, it always means the same thing - life. Where there's water there's life. Water is one of the world’s most precious natural resources and is one of the foundational supports on which all of life is built. Without water we couldn't live. Unfortunately our supply is limited, yet we waste thousands of gallons every day. If we don’t do something to change our water wasting habits, the world we know today might not be the world we have tomorrow. It’s not too late to make a difference. But we have to start now.

With record breaking droughts and tighter water restrictions, Mister Landscaper is committed to helping make people more water conscious decisions and placing tools in their hands that can help make a difference in our future. It is important that we all continue to do our part in conserving this precious resource. By using micro sprinkler and drip irrigation systems to water landscapes and gardens, you can reduce over watering, inefficient watering, weed growth, and the costly time and labor involved in hand watering or using underground PVC irrigation systems. Please do your part to conserve water as we here at Mister Landscaper are striving to continually design and innovate high quality low-volume irrigation products.

Mission Statement

Our Mission is to offer our Customers the best of quality, innovation, workmanship, value, and service in low-volume Irrigation products. And in doing so, our Goal is that Consumers choose to purchase our products.

Water Tips & Trivia

Keep your eyes open for these fun and interesting Water Tips & Trivia. They’re located on different pages throughout this catalog. We think you’ll find that it pays to be Water Wise.

Water Trivia

Did you know that a person will use more water to brush their teeth than the average American drinks in a day.

Water Wise:

Use mulch in your landscapes. This will decrease loss of moisture due to evaporation.

Water Trivia

Did you know that flushing the toilet once can use as much as 2.5 gallons of water.
**Mister Landscaper - Be A Part**

Our hope for this catalog is that it will give you a better understanding of Mister Landscaper; everything from how we started, and the people who work here, to our strong commitment to producing water conserving irrigation products. We believe, simply, that what we offer the highest quality low volume irrigation product on the market today. Every year we are becoming more and more aware of the impact Mister Landscaper is making on the industry and we feel very blessed to have the opportunity to make a difference in our industry. Over the coming years, Mister Landscaper will continue to pursue excellence and offer products that will conserve water for generations to come.
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MLK-81  Micro Sprinkler Landscape & Shrub Kit

This Starter Kit waters up to 250 square feet of landscapes, gardens, shrubs, trees, vegetable gardens and more. This Kit includes 50-ft of 1/2-in Poly Tubing, 5 Stake Assemblies with Misters, 6 extra bonus Misters, Back Flow Valve, Hose fitting, 1/2-in Tee, 1/2-in Coupling, 2 End Fittings, Punch Tool, & 4 Goof Plugs. We Recommend our Water Timer (MLWT-TIMER) to water automatically, our Filter (MLFF-41) if using well water, and our 50 PSI Pressure Regulator (MLA-58) for water pressures over 50 PSI.

Lowe's Item # 71218

Water Wise:
Using Low-Volume and Drip Irrigation to water your Landscapes, gardens and patio plants can save you up to 80% compared to conventional irrigation.
MLK-82T Micro Sprinkler Landscape & Shrub Kit w/Tan Stakes

This Starter Kit waters up to 250 square feet of landscapes, gardens, shrubs, trees, vegetable gardens and more. This Kit includes 50-ft of 1/2-in Poly Tubing, 5 Stake Assemblies with Misters, 6 extra bonus Misters, Back Flow Valve, Hose fitting, 1/2-in Tee, 1/2-in Coupling, 2 End Fittings, Punch Tool, & 4 Goof Plugs. We Recommend our Water Timer (MLWT-TIMER) to water automatically, our Filter (MLFF-41) if using well water, and our 50 PSI Pressure Regulator (MLA-58) for water pressures over 50 PSI.

Lowe's Item # 248982

For automatic watering Add our Timer, MLWT-TIMER
See Page # 9

To Remove Debris from Water add our Filter, MLFF-41
See Page # 11

For Household pressure over 50 PSI Add our Pressure Regulator, MLA-58
See Page # 11
**MLK-LGH Micro Sprinkler Starter Kit**

This Starter Kit waters up to 275 square feet of landscapes, gardens, shrubs, trees, vegetable gardens and more. This Kit includes 50-ft of 1/2-in Poly Tubing, 6 Stake Assemblies with Misters, 6 extra bonus Misters, 3 Stake Extensions, 3 Support Stakes, Back Flow Valve, Hose fitting, 1/2-in Tee, 1/2-in Coupling, 2 End Fittings, Punch Tool, & 4 Goof Plugs. **We Recommend our Water Timer (MLWT-TIMER) to water automatically, our Filter (MLFF-41) if using well water, and our 50 PSI Pressure Regulator (MLA-58) for water pressures over 50 PSI.**

**MLK-LADD Micro Sprinkler Add On Kit**

This Starter Kit waters up to 320 square feet of landscapes, gardens, shrubs, trees, vegetable gardens and more. With 40 PSI you can attach up to 5 of these Kits to the Starter Kits (MLK-81 or MLK-LGH). This Kit includes 50-ft of 1/2-in Poly Tubing, 8 Stake Assemblies with Misters, 4 extra bonus Misters, 1/2-in Tee, 1/2-in Coupling, 2 End Fittings & 4 Goof Plugs.

**Water Trivia**

Did you know that on a daily basis people of the United States directly or indirectly use more than 380 billion gallons of water.
**MLK-INTRO Micro Sprinkler Beginner’s Kit**

This Beginner Kit waters up to 150 square feet of landscapes, gardens, shrubs, trees, vegetable gardens and more. Expandable by adding up to 250 feet more of the 1/2-in poly tubing and 30 stake assemblies.

This Kit includes 25-ft of 1/2-in Poly Tubing, 2 Stake Assemblies with Misters, 2 bonus 8-in Stake Extensions, 2 additional 3-in-1 Misters, 1/2-in Tee, 1/2-in Faucet Fitting, 2 End Fittings, Punch Tool & 4 Goof Plugs.

**MLK-BBKT Bird Bath Dripper Kit**

Kit Includes:
- 1 - 8-ft Assembly of;
  - 18-in Bend-N-Stay Vinyl,
  - 1 gph PC dripper
  - 1 Adjustable Dripper
  - 1/4-in On/Off Valve,
  - 1/4-in Barb Coupler
  - 78-in of Tan Vinyl
  - 2 - 24-in Wire Ties

This 8-ft Bird Bath dripper Kit Replenishes Water in your bird Bath during your Irrigation cycle. Attaches directly to your Micro Sprinkler or Drip irrigation System by snapping into 1/2-in Poly -or- Attach to your Underground Irrigation System Using the Retrofit 1 Outlet Sprinkler Adapter MLA-SPR1. If attaching directly to your water faucet, use our 1/4-in Barbed Faucet Adapter (MLA-FAS) SOLD SEPARATELY. Use the enclosed Wire Ties to strap the Vinyl to the Bird Bath Stand.

Use the attached 1/4-in On-Off Valve to Adjust the Water Flow

Attach to Underground Sprinkler Using to MLA-SPR1

Attach to Micro Sprinkler or Drip System by snapping into 1/2-in Poly
**MLK-PWK Patio & Potted Plant Drip Watering Kit**

This Patio Kit waters up to 8 potted plants. Due to limited water flow through 1/4-in vinyl tubing, no more than 1 kit (8 Dripper Stakes) can be installed on a faucet. Also, due to the limited water flow through 1/4-in vinyl tubing, no more than 3 Dripper Stakes in a daisy chained group will deliver full 10 GPH output. Adjustable Dripper Stakes are adjustable from 0-10 GPH, they will start as a slow drip and up to a 360° full-circle with a 2.5-ft diameter spray pattern. This Kit includes 30-ft of 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing, 8 Adjustable Dripper Stakes with couplers, Backflow Prevention Valve, 1/4-in Faucet Adapter, 8 - 1/4-in Tees & 10 Nail Clamps. **We Recommend using one of our Faucet Filters (MLFF-41 or MLFF-150) if using hard or well water, and our 25 PSI Pressure Regulator (MLA-25PR) for drip systems.**

**Lowe’s Item # 191775**

---

**MLK-POT Micro Spray Pot Stake Kit**

This Pot Stake Kit waters up to 8 potted plants. Due to limited water flow through 1/4-in vinyl tubing, no more than 1 kit (8 Pot Stakes) can be installed on a faucet. Expandable by up to 65 stakes when using 1/2-in poly tubing as the main line. Pot Stakes are adjustable from 0-8 GPH, they have a 165° half-circle, down-spray pattern with a 2-ft radius. Pot Stakes also have depth and direction arrows built in to their design for easy placement. This Kit includes 30-ft of 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing, 8 Pot Stakes with On/Off valves, Backflow Prevention Valve, 1/4-in Faucet Fitting, 7 - 1/4-in Tees, All-In-One Tool & 1 bonus Pot Stake Extender. **We Recommend using one of our Faucet Filters (MLFF-41 or MLFF-150) if using hard or well water, and our 25 PSI Pressure Regulator (MLA-25PR) for drip systems.**

**Lowe’s Item # 279393**
Vegetable Garden Drip Kit

**MLK-VEG Vegetable Garden Drip Kit**

This Vegetable Garden Drip Kit includes everything needed to water up to 100 linear feet of row garden. 1/2 GPH drippers are molded into the 1/4-in drip tubing every 12 inches. The On/Off valves offer control over individual rows of drip tubing. An additional 3 kits or up to 3 rolls of the 1/4-in in-line drip tubing (MLD-QDT100) can be added to this one kit for a total of 400 linear feet of drip tubing.

This Kit includes 100-ft of 1/4-in In-Line Drip Tubing, 50-ft of 1/2-in Poly Tubing, 30-ft of 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing, Backflow Valve, 25 PSI Pressure Regulator, 150 mesh Faucet Filter, 1/2-in Faucet Fitting, 1/2-in Coupling, End Crimper, 7 - 1/4-in Couplers, 2 - 1/4-in Tees, 5 - 1/4-in On/Off Valves, Punch Tool, & 8 Goof Plugs. **We Recommend our Water Timer (MLWT-TIMER) to water automatically.**

Lowe's Item # 320744
Installation as Easy as 1, 2, 3

1 Connect The System
Connect to any outdoor faucet or retrofit to an existing PVC sprinkler system

2 Lay It Out
Customize the system with reusable fittings and commercial grade tubing

3 Deliver The Water
Drippers and Micro Sprays deliver the perfect amount of water every time

Water Trivia
Did you know that more than 65% of the human body is made up of water. Water is essential for our very existence.
Connect The System

**MLWT-TIMER**  
*MisterTimer*

This timer is easy to read, set and change. View your entire program at a single glance and water up to 6 times a day. This timer can be programmed and installed in just a few short minutes. The Electronic Mister Timer must always be the first thing attached to the faucet in any Mister Landscaper system. Two AA alkaline batteries (not included) are recommended for this timer.

Lowe's Item # 385075

Minimum water pressure to open the timer valve is 20 PSI. Maximum water pressure should not exceed 80 PSI.

**Features:**
- 3/4-in female hose-thread inlet
- 3/4-in male hose-thread outlet
- Large electronic display for easy settings and reading
- Manual override and rain delay options
- Can be set to water from 1 to 240 minutes at a time, up to 6 times a day
- Battery strength indicator
- 7 year warranty

**Water Wise:**
Water your lawn and garden at dawn when the day is cool and wind is low. Watering during the heat of the day can account for up to 60% Evaporation Loss.

---

**MLWT-EGG**  
*Mechanical Egg Timer*

The Mister Landscaper Egg Timer is an exciting addition to the product line. The simple design ensures easy use. Just a few of the features, like the “automatic shut off” and “continuous flow feature” make this timer one of the best on the market for the money.

1 Timer sold individually

**Features:**
- Simple “egg timer” design
- Set to water for up to two hours
- Automatic shut off
- Continuous flow feature means there’s no need to remove the unit for un-timed water use
What Goes First On The Faucet?

An Installation Guide

Mister Landscaper offers a variety of solutions when it comes to connecting a system to an outdoor faucet or enhancing the functionality of that system. But in the event that you want to use all of the faucet accessories, here's a simple guide to help keep things straight. Install in this order:

1) Optional “Y” Fitting for hose
2) Electronic Water Timer (MLWT-TIMER)
3) Backflow Prevention Valve (MLF-31)
4) Pressure Regulator (MLA-58 for Micro Sprinklers or MLD-25PR for Drippers)
5) Filter (MLFF-41)
6) 1/2” Poly Faucet Fitting (MLF-33), which connects to 1/2” Poly Tubing. Or the 1/4” Faucet Adapter (MLA-FAS), which connects to 1/4” Vinyl Tubing

When installed correctly, your system will function as it should and give you optimal performance.
MLA-58  **50 PSI Regulator (Micro Sprays)**
The 50 PSI Pressure Regulator attaches directly to the Back Flow Prevention Valve, and must be used when the household water pressure exceeds 50 PSI. This Regulator has 3/4-in hose threads. It is RECOMMENDED that you use this product with Micro Sprinkler Irrigation Systems.
1 Regulator per card
Lowe's Item # 88289

MLD-25PR  **25 PSI Regulator (Drippers)**
The 25 PSI Pressure Regulator attaches directly to the Back Flow Prevention Valve. It reduces high water pressure to help prevent Drippers and 1/4-in Adapters from blowing out of the Tubing. This Regulator has 3/4-in hose threads. It is RECOMMENDED that you use this product with all Drip Irrigation Systems.
1 Regulator per card
Lowe's Item # 191774

MLF-31  **Back Flow Prevention Valve**
The Back Flow Prevention Valve threads directly on to your faucet. The function of the valve is to prevent water from flowing back into the faucet once the water is turned off. Always use the Back Flow Prevention Valve before installing any other Adapter or Fitting. When using a faucet timer, install the timer 1st then attach the Back Flow to the timer's outlet side.
1 Valve per card
Lowe's Item # 81275

MLFF-41  **Faucet Filter for Micro Sprays & Drippers**
This Filter utilizes a 50 mesh screen to filter dirt and other debris from the water. With 3/4-in hose threads, this Filter attaches directly to the Back Flow Prevention Valve. Use the Hose Fitting to connect the 1/2-in Poly Tubing to this Filter. The inside mesh screen removes easily for cleaning.
1 Filter per bag
Lowe's Item # 3572

MLFF-150  **Faucet Filter for Micro Sprays & Drippers**
This Filter utilizes a 150 mesh screen to filter dirt and other debris from the water. With 3/4-in hose threads, this Filter attaches directly to the Back Flow Prevention Valve. Use the Hose Fitting to connect the 1/2-in Poly Tubing to this Filter. The inside mesh screen removes easily for cleaning.
1 Filter per bag
Connect The System

**MLF-33 1/2-in Poly Faucet Hose Fitting**
One end of the Hose Fitting has 3/4-in female hose threads to attach to the Back Flow Prevention Valve or any other Faucet Adapter that has 3/4-in male hose threads. The other end has a Locking Collar for connecting the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. This Adapter is a must for attaching the Mister Landscaper Micro Sprinkler System to an outdoor water faucet.
1 Fitting per card
Lowe’s Item # 71219

**MLA-FAS 1/4-in Vinyl Faucet Adapter**
This Faucet Adapter with 3/4-in female hose threads and a 1/4-in barbed outlet which allows you to connect the 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing directly to the Back Flow Prevention Valve and outdoor water faucet. This new Adapter makes setting up a Drip System around your patios, porches, and pool areas even easier.
1 Adapter per card
Lowe’s Item # 9728

**MLA-P2HTE Convert 1/2-in PVC to Poly for Drippers**
Use this 1/2-in PVC x 1/2-in Poly Faucet Fitting (MLF-33 sold separately) to convert a PVC sprinkler head to Micro or Drip Irrigation. A Pressure Regulator and/or Faucet Filter can be used with this fitting.
1 Adapter per card
Lowe’s Item # 320749

**MLA-P2PTEE 1/2-in Poly TEE to PVC**
Use this 1/2-in MPT x 1/2-in Poly Tubing (600 I.D. x 700 O.D.) Adapter to retrofit your underground sprinkler to Mister Landscaper Micro Sprinkler & Drip Irrigation Products. Runs the 1/2-in Poly Tubing in 2 directions from the PVC Fitting.
1 Adapter per card
Lowe’s Item # 279408

**MLA-P2P 1/2-in PVC to Poly Adapter**
This Retrofit Adapter has a 1/2-in male pipe thread inlet, and a 1/2-in Poly barb outlet with Locking Collar. Use this Adapter as a way to attach a Mister Landscaper system to an existing PVC system.
1 Adapter per card
Lowe’s Item # 88290

**MLA-P2PELB 1/2-in PVC ELBOW to Poly Adapter**
This Retrofit Elbow Adapter has a 1/2-in male pipe thread inlet, and a 1/2-in Poly barb outlet with Locking Collar. Use this Adapter as a way to attach a Mister Landscaper system to an existing PVC system.
1 Adapter per card

With water conservation as a major concern worldwide, Mister Landscaper is trying, ever harder to come up with new and innovative ways for everyone to reap the benefits of using Micro Sprinkler and Drip Irrigation.
Now with Mister Landscaper’s Retrofit Products there is an alternative to high volume underground irrigation systems that currently exist in landscapes and flower beds.

**MLA-SPR1 1/4-in Outlet Sprinkler Adapter**
Use this 1/2-in MPT X 1/2-in FPT Sprinkler Adapter in between the 1/2-in PVC Riser and the Sprinkler to run a single line of 1/4-in Vinyl to a Misting Stake Assembly, several Drippers, or a 1/4-in In-Line Drip Tubing.

1 Adapter per bag  
Lowe’s Item # 234223

**MLA-RA9 9 Outlet Sprinkler Converter**
This unique Retrofit Adapter has 1/2-in female pipe threads, and can be used with any PVC riser. The design of this Adapter allows you to attach up to nine Stake Assemblies, Dripper Stakes, or several Drippers. The Riser Adapter comes with a built in filter and a 25 PSI pressure regulating device. Each of the 9 outlets has an adjustable arm that turns the flow on and off. Caps are included to close off unused outlets.

1 Adapter / 9 Caps per card  
Lowe’s Item # 191779

**MLA-4RA4 4 Way Sprinkler Converter**
Use this 1/2-in FPT x Four 1/4-in outlet Sprinkler converter to replace an existing shrub head or pop-up sprinkler. To run four lines of 1/4-in Vinyl to Misting Stake Assemblies, Dripper Stakes, Several Drippers, or 1/4-in In-Line Drip Tubing.

1 Adapter per bag  
Lowe’s Item # 320750

**MLA-2RA 2 Way Sprinkler Converter**
Use this 1/2-in FPT x Two 1/4-in outlet Sprinkler converter to replace an existing shrub head or pop-up sprinkler. To run two lines of 1/4-in Vinyl to Misting Stake Assemblies, Dripper Stakes, Several Drippers, or 1/4-in In-Line Drip Tubing.

2 Adapter per bag  
Lowe’s Item # 248989

**MLA-1RA1 1 Way Sprinkler Converter**
Use this 1/2-in FPT x One 1/4-in outlet Sprinkler converter to replace an existing shrub head or pop-up sprinkler. To run one line of 1/4-in Vinyl to a Misting Stake Assembly, Dripper Stake, Several Drippers, or 1/4-in In-Line Drip Tubing.

2 Adapter per bag  
Lowe’s Item # 287649

**MLA-54 1/2-in PVC Shrub Adapter w/ Flow-Control Screen**
This 1/2-in FPT Shrub Adapter comes with a filter screen, a 10 GPH flow controller, a self tapping inlet to thread in any Mister or Micro Sprinkler. Use this Retrofit Adapter to convert a high volume PVC spray head to a Low-Volume Mister Micro Spray.

2 Adapters per bag
Since the incorporation of Mister Landscaper in 1991, Poly Tubing has been a major part of the foundation for our irrigation system. This Poly Tubing is made with resins that allow it to expand and contract with extreme weather conditions throughout the country. This means you can leave the Poly on top of the ground exposed to sunlight or bury it. Also, for extreme cold climate, it can be left on the ground throughout the entire year. To winterize, simply un-clamp the tubing and allow the water to drain out.

**MLT-25 25-Ft Roll 1/2-in Poly Tubing**
This 25-ft roll of 1/2-in Poly Tubing has an I.D. of 600 and an O.D. of 700. This particular roll of Poly Tubing is found in the Mister Landscaper Starter Kit and is responsible for running a water supply to the Landscape Stake Assemblies, Risers, and Drippers. Each 25-ft roll sold individually

**MLT-71 50-Ft Roll 1/2-in Poly Tubing**
This 50-ft roll of 1/2-in Poly Tubing has an I.D. of 600 and an O.D. of 700. This particular roll of Poly Tubing is found in the Mister Landscaper Starter Kit and is responsible for running a water supply to the Landscape Stake Assemblies, Risers, and Drippers. Each 50-ft roll sold individually

**MLT-72 100-Ft Roll 1/2-in Poly Tubing**
The 100-foot roll of 1/2-in Poly Tubing has an I.D. of 600 and an O.D. of 700. The convenient 100-ft roll makes watering larger landscape and garden areas a little easier. Each 100-ft roll sold individually

**MLT-500 500-Ft Roll 1/2-in Poly Tubing**
The 500-ft roll of 1/2-in Poly Tubing has an I.D. of 600 and an O.D. of 700. The convenient 500-ft roll makes watering larger landscape and garden areas a little easier. Each 500-ft roll sold individually

**MLT-1000 1000-Ft Roll 1/2-in Poly Tubing**
The 1000-ft roll of 1/2-in Poly Tubing has an I.D. of 600 and an O.D. of 700. The convenient 1000-ft roll makes watering larger landscape and garden areas a little easier. Each 1000-ft roll sold individually
It is evident, over and over again, that the kind of quality product Mister Landscaper produces sets a high standard in Low-Volume Irrigation. Everything from the Tubing to the Tools and Accessories are manufactured in excellence. One great example of that excellence is the Locking Collar Fitting™ - a 1/2-in Poly Threaded Collar Fitting that is simple to install, and reusable time after time, project after project. Made of extremely high quality resins these Fittings were agronomically designed to last as well as to make installation easy. With new, improved, Built In O-Rings and grip friendly Collars, these Fittings are unbeatable.

Install 1/2” Poly Fittings With Ease

1) Expose barb.
2) Push Poly onto barb.
3) Tighten collar over Poly.

MLF-34 1/2-in Poly Tee Fitting
This Locking Collar Fitting™ is a new design that includes Built In O-Rings. Used to run the 1/2-in Poly Tubing in two alternate directions from the main line, this Fitting is ideal for getting the most coverage from each outdoor water faucet. This product is reusable.
1 Fitting per card
Lowe’s Item # 71220

MLF-35 1/2-in Poly Elbow Fitting
This Locking Collar Elbow Fitting is used to run the 1/2-in Poly Tubing around tight 90º corners. This Fitting is great for use around houses as well as rectangular or square landscape and garden areas. The Elbow Fitting also has Built In O-Rings. This product is reusable.
1 Fitting per card
Lowe’s Item # 81284

MLF-36 1/2-in Poly Coupling
This Locking Collar Fitting™ is a new design that includes Built In O-Rings and is used to connect two pieces of the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. Included in the Starter Kit, this Fitting can also be used to extend an existing Mister Landscaper System. This Fitting is great to have on hand in case of accidental cuts in the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. This product is reusable.
2 Fittings per card
Lowe’s Item # 71221
**MLF-ENDCAP** 1/2-in Poly End Fitting w/ Cap
This unique End Fitting allows you to end a line of 1/2-in Poly Tubing with the convenience of a locking collar. It also features a removable 3/4-in FHT cap for flushing your system or winterizing.

1 Endcap per card

Lowe's Item # 320752

**MLA-50** 1/2-in Poly End Crimper
The End Fitting, so appropriately named, does just that - it ends, or crimps the end of the 1/2-in Poly Tubing, effectively cutting off the water flow. This Fitting is a necessity when installing any project that includes the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. *This product is reusable.*

3 Fittings per card

Lowe's Item # 71222

**MLT-POLYBVA** 1/2-in Poly On/Off Valve
This 1/2-in Poly On/Off Adjustment Valve allows you to control the flow of water or to shut the water flow off all together. Use this valve with any of our 1/2-in Poly tubing.

1 Valve per card

**MLA-57** 1/2-in Poly Support Stake
The Support Stake is used to hold the 1/2-in Poly Tubing in place. This Stake is great for any application where securing the 1/2-in Poly Tubing in the ground is desired.

3 Stakes per card

Lowe's Item # 71224

**MLT-DST** 1/4-in Vinyl Support Stake
The 1/4-in Support Stakes secure the 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing, by holding it in place to position the Dripper near the plant. When using the Stake with 1/4-in In Line Drip Tubing simply clip our Stake directly over the embedded Dripper to secure it in place.

10 Stakes per bag

Lowe's Item # 8839
**MLT-ATE 1/4-in Tee/Elbow/Coupler**

These 1/4-in Barbed Adapters are an essential part of creating a Drip Irrigation System. With this product you can create 90° angles, connect two pieces of 1/4-in Vinyl, or run 1/4-in Vinyl in two opposite directions. Also use to connect 1/4-in Vinyl to 1/2-in Poly Tubing.

4 Tees / 4 Elbows / 4 Couplers per card

Lowe's Item # 44219

---

**MLT-TEE 1/4-in Vinyl Tee**

The 1/4-in Vinyl Tees are extremely useful in creating extensive drip watering systems. They allow you to run the 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing in two opposite directions.

10 Tees per bag

Lowe's Item # 191772

---

**MLT-BXB 1/4-in Vinyl Coupler**

The 1/4-in Vinyl Couplers are an excellent tool for expanding a Drip Irrigation System. You can use them to connect two pieces of the 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing, attach the 1/4-in Vinyl to the 1/2-in Poly Tubing, or to repair a cut in the 1/4-in Vinyl.

15 Couplers per bag

Lowe's Item # 87869

---

**MLT-BVA 1/4-in Vinyl On/Off Valve**

When used with the Landscape Stake Assemblies, the 1/4-in Mister Adjustment Valve allows you to control the size of the spray pattern or to shut the water flow off all together. It is also great for controlling water flow with Drippers and 1/4-in In-Line Dripper Tubing.

3 Valves per card

Lowe's Item # 248944

---

**Water Trivia**

Did you know:

- It takes about 50 gallons of water to do one load of laundry.
- It takes about 80 gallons of water to make the paper for one Sunday newspaper.
- It takes about 20 gallons of water to produce one pound of steel.
- It Takes about 1000 gallons of water to produce one gallon of gasoline.

---

**Water Wise:**

By installing water efficient plumbing fixtures in your home you can cut your household water use by 30%
Since the beginning, the Mister Landscaper’s 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing has been a 1st class leader for its quality and longevity. Our Vinyl Tubing remains flexible and tough even under the harshest of weather conditions; from the piercing cold of the north to the enduring sun in the south. Consumers are constantly commenting on how they can really see and feel the difference. Made of high quality resins this Tubing is extremely durable and maintains itself as the most flexible and durable Vinyl Tubing available. (This 1/4-in Vinyl has a .140 ID and a .295 O.D.)

**MLT-B30 30-ft Coil 1/4-in Black Vinyl Tubing**
This 30 foot coil of black 1/4-in Connector Vinyl is a best seller. Use this highly flexible and durable Vinyl primarily to run Drippers and Dripper Stakes either directly from an outdoor faucet or from the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. Each 30-ft Coil sold individually. Use also the extend the Black Landscape Stake Assemblies further from the 1/2-in Poly Tubing.

Lowe's Item # 44215

**MLT-B100B 100-ft Coil Black 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing**
This 100 foot coil of black 1/4-in Connector Vinyl can take care of larger Drip Irrigation projects. This flexible Tubing is used primarily to run Drippers and Dripper Stakes either directly from an outdoor faucet or from the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. Each 100-ft Box sold individually. Use also to extend the Black Landscape Stake Assemblies further from the 1/2-in Poly Tubing.

Lowe's Item # 8813

**MLT-B500 500-ft Coil Black 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing**
This 500 foot coil of black 1/4-in Connector Vinyl can take care of larger Drip Irrigation projects. This flexible Tubing is used primarily to run Drippers and Dripper Stakes either directly from an outdoor faucet or from the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. Each 500-ft Coil sold individually. Use also to extend the Black Landscape Stake Assemblies further from the 1/2-in Poly Tubing.

**MLT-T100B 100-ft Coil Black 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing**

**MLT-G100 100-ft Coil Green 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing**

**MLT-W100B 100-ft Coil White 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing**
**MLT-S20 20-ft Coil of 1/4-in Green Vinyl with 10 Couplers**
This 20 foot coil of green 1/4-in Connector Vinyl comes with ten 1/4-in Vinyl Couplers. Used for extending the Landscape Stake Assemblies further from the 1/2-in Poly Tubing, this is a great product that offers the home gardener and landscaper unmatched flexibility with their irrigation system. The green 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing was designed for use with the Green Landscape Stake® Assembly. 20-ft Coil/10 Couplers per bag  
Lowe's Item # 17326

**MLT-G500 500-ft Coil Green 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing**
The 500 foot reel of green 1/4-in Connector Vinyl can take care of larger Drip Irrigation projects. This flexible Tubing is used primarily to run Drippers and Dripper Stakes either directly from an outdoor faucet or from the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. Each 500-ft Reel sold individually. The green 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing was designed for use with the Green Landscape Stake® Assembly.

**MLA-51G Goof Plugs**
The Goof Plugs are used to plug holes made with the Punch Tool. These parts offer a great deal of relief when you have unintentional holes in the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. These plugs are a great product to have on hand whether you're a novice or an experienced gardener.  
16 Plugs per bag  
Lowe's Item # 88275

**MLA-51 Hole Punch Tool/Goof Plugs**
The Hole Punch Tool with Goof Plugs - Use this Orange Tool to punch holes in the 1/2-in Poly Tubing when installing Landscape Stake Assemblies, Drippers, or Dripper Stakes. Just in case you make any mistakes, also included with the Hole Punch Tool are eight Goof Plugs for plugging holes in the 1/2-in Poly Tubing.  
1 Tool / 8 Plugs per card  
Lowe's Item # 71223

---

**Water Wise:**
Using Low-Volume and Drip Irrigation to water your Landscapes, gardens and patio plants can save you up to 80% compared to conventional irrigation.
What the All-In-One Tool can do...

1. Punches holes in 1/2-in Poly
2. Provides Support for pushing 1/4-in Fittings into Vinyl
3. Provides Support for pushing 1/4-in Barb into Poly
4. Provides Support for pushing 1/4-in Tee into Vinyl
5. Provides Support for pushing 1/4-in Elbow into Vinyl
6. Provides Support for pushing On/Off Valve into Vinyl

And Wait, There is even More...

It Even Includes a cleaning Tool for removing debris from Micro Sprays & Flow Controllers

This All-In-One Tool will make installation a snap!
Deliver The Water

In addition to Micro Sprinkler Irrigation, Mister Landscaper offers Drip Irrigation, a form of low-volume watering that utilizes drops of water to maintain a plant’s life. The idea is simple - give water where water is needed - at the root zone. By placing a low-volume Dripper or Dripper Stake at a plant’s base, you water only what needs to be watered and nothing more. Mister Landscaper offers an array of Drip Products which gives you virtually unlimited possibilities. Products that deliver everything from a drip to a small spray will allow you the flexibility to water potted plants and hanging baskets with ease never before experienced. Note: Drippers and In-Line Drip Tubing are products intended to lay on top of the ground. We recommend you do not bury them.

**MLD-.5PC .5 GPH Dripper w/ Coupler**
These .5 GPH PC Drippers slowly deliver a constant drip/flow of water to your plant’s root zone. The New Improved Ergonomic Design makes installation easy in either the 1/4-in Vinyl or the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. With a water pressure of 25 PSI, you can run up to 500-ft of our 1/2-in Poly & install up to 500 of these Drippers. It is recommended that you use a Filter and 25 PSI Pressure Regulator with this product.
4 Drippers/4 Couplers per bag Lowe’s Item # 248988

**MLD-PC1 1 GPH Dripper w/ Coupler**
These 1 GPH PC Drippers slowly deliver a constant drip/flow of water to your plant’s root zone. The New Improved Ergonomic Design makes installation easy in either the 1/4-in Vinyl or the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. With a water pressure of 25 PSI, you can run up to 500-ft of our Poly & install up to 250 of these Drippers. It is recommended that you use a Filter and 25 PSI Pressure Regulator with this product.
4 Drippers/4 Couplers per bag Lowe’s Item # 44221

**MLD-2PC 2 GPH Dripper w/ Coupler**
These 2 GPH PC Drippers slowly deliver a constant drip/flow of water to your plant’s root zone. The New Improved Ergonomic Design makes installation easy in either the 1/4-in Vinyl or the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. With a water pressure of 25 PSI, you can run up to 250-ft of our Poly & install up to 125 of these Drippers. It is recommended that you use a Filter and 25 PSI Pressure Regulator with this product.
4 Drippers/4 Couplers per bag Lowe’s Item # 11675

**MLD-1PC25 1 GPH Dripper (Bulk 15)**
These 1 GPH PC Drippers slowly deliver a constant drip/flow of water to your plant’s root zone. The New Improved Ergonomic Design makes installation easy in either the 1/4-in Vinyl or the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. With a water pressure of 25 PSI, you can run up to 500-ft of our Poly & install up to 250 of these Drippers. It is recommended that you use a Filter and 25 PSI Pressure Regulator with this product.
15 Drippers per bag Lowe’s Item # 9733

**MLD-2PC25 2 GPH Dripper (Bulk 15)**
These 2 GPH PC Drippers slowly deliver a constant drip/flow of water to your plant’s root zone. The New Improved Ergonomic Design makes installation easy in either the 1/4-in Vinyl or the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. With a water pressure of 25 PSI, you can run up to 250-ft of our Poly & install up to 125 of these Drippers. It is recommended that you use a Filter and 25 PSI Pressure Regulator with this product.
15 Drippers per bag Lowe’s Item # 12443
**MLD-AAD .5 GPH Add-A-Drippers**

Use the 1/4-in Vinyl to attach these red In Line Add-A-Drippers to the 1/2-in Poly Tubing or to the 1/4-in Faucet Adapter. They are ideal for tree rings or in planter boxes. Run up to 30-ft of the 1/4-in Vinyl and insert as many as 30 Drippers. Use the Goof Plug to End the 1/4-in line. *It is recommended that you use a Filter and 25 PSI Pressure Regulator with this product.*

5 Drippers/1 Coupler/Goof Plug per bag

Lowe's Item # 191773

**MLD-FLAG 1 GPH Flag Dripper w/ Coupler**

These 1 gph Flag Dripper slowly delivers a constant drip of water to your plants root zone. This Flag Dripper has a "Take Apart" feature so they can be cleaned easily. Use these drippers with the 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing or insert directly into the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. *It is recommended that you use a Filter and 25 PSI Pressure Regulator with this product.*

4 Drippers/4 Coupler per card

---

**Water Trivia**

Did you Know that there are approximately 326 Million cubic miles of water covering the earth. That’s a lot of water!
Deliver The Water

**MLS-POTSTK** Micro Spray Pot Stake w/ Coupler
The Pot Spray Stake features a 2-ft radius half-circle Down Spray pattern, an On/Off Valve to control water flow and directional arrow for placement. Ideal for large potted plants and planters. With a water pressure of 25 PSI you can run up to 300-ft of 1/2-in Poly and install up to 65 of these Pot Stakes. It is recommended that you use a Filter and 25 PSI Pressure Regulator with this product.

3 Stakes/3 Couplers per bag

Lowes Item # 279400

**MLS-POTEXT** Pot Stake Extender
This Pot Stake Extender adds 4.5 inches in height to the Micro Spray Pot Stake. Use this Extender to increase spray coverage in large pots and planter boxes.

3 Pot Stake Extenders per card

Lowes Item # 279403

**Water Wise:**
If you have a fish tank, save the dirty water to use on your plants. Fish emulsion is a good and inexpensive fertilizer high in nitrogen and phosphorous.

**Water Trivia**
Did you know that on average, up to 50% of the water used in the summer is for lawns.
**MLD-ADB  Adjustable Dripper w/ Coupler**

These Adjustable Drippers are great for watering your potted plants and hanging baskets. These Drippers can be adjusted from a 1 GPH drip to a 10 GPH small 1 - 2.5-ft spray pattern. Use these Drippers with the 1/4-in Vinyl or insert them directly into the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. It is recommended that you use a Filter and 25 PSI Pressure Regulator with this product.

5 Drippers/5 Couplers per bag

Lowe's Item # 88014

**MLD-STA  Adjustable Dripper Stake**

Ideal for slowly watering your potted plants and hanging baskets. This Adjustable Dripper Stake can be dialed to flow from a 1 GPH drip to a 10 GPH 2.5-ft spray pattern with eight streams. Use the 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing. It is recommended that you use a Filter and 25 PSI Pressure Regulator with this product.

3 Stakes with Twist-Off Couplers per bag

Lowe's Item # 44223

**Adjustable Drippers & Dripper Stakes**

A Guide To Gallonage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desired GPH</th>
<th>Number Of Clicks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>14-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>17-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With this chart, clicks are counted only from the fully closed position.

Adjustable Drippers and Adjustable Dripper Stakes are extremely versatile. They can easily be dialed from a one gallon per hour drip up to a ten gallon per hour eight-stream spray. Whether watering potted plants or irrigating a flower bed, you're never more than a couple "clicks" from the ideal gallonage.

Follow the chart below to accurately set water usage with our Adjustable Drippers and Adjustable Dripper Stakes. To begin, make sure the adjustable head is completely closed by turning it all the way to the right. Now, the appropriate gallonage can be set by counting "clicks" as you rotate. Note: If the adjustable head is rotated to the left beyond what is recommended, it can come off during use. Adjustable heads are NOT available as spare parts.

Follow this information when using the following items in your system:

MLD-ADB
MLD-STA
Mister Landscaper’s In-Line Drip Tubing is one of the most recent additions to the Mister Landscaper product line. Made of high quality, professional grade materials. The In-Line Emitters are labyrinth-type, turbulent flow drippers with built-in strainers to help resist clogging. The Drippers are enclosed and inseparably welded to the inside wall of the tubing every 12 inches as it is extruded in the manufacturing process. The 1/4-in and 1/2-in In-Line Drip Tubing are great options for any landscaping need and are excellent solutions for the water conscious individual.

**MLD-QDT100 100-ft Coil 1/4-in In-Line Drip Tubing**

This 100-ft coil of brown 1/4-in In-Line Drip Tubing can be connected to either the 1/4-in Faucet Adapter (MLA-FAS) or the 1/2-in Poly with 1/4-in Couplers. .5 GPH Drippers are molded inside the 1/4-in Tubing every 12-in. Water will steadily drip/flow out of either/or both of the 2 holes on opposing sides of the embedded dripper to give a total of .5 GPH. With 25 PSI and using 1/2-in Poly as your main line, you can run a maximum of 12 individual 33-ft lengths. **It is recommended that you use a Filter and 25 PSI Pressure Regulator with this product.**

Each 100-ft Coil sold individually


**MLD-HDT100 100-ft Roll 1/2-in In-Line Drip Tubing**

This 1/2-in In-Line Drip Tubing can be used as a stand alone Drip Irrigation System, it can also be run from the 1/2-in Poly using any of the 1/2-in Poly Fittings. 1 GPH PC Drippers are molded inside the 1/2-in Tubing every 12-in. Water will steadily drip/flow out of either/or both of the 2 holes on opposing sides of the embedded dripper to give a total of .5 GPH. With 25 PSI you can run up to 240-ft of this In-Line Drip Tubing. If needed, you can run up to a 30-ft lead-in using our 1/2-in Poly Tubing. **It is recommended that you use a Filter and 25 PSI Pressure Regulator with this product.**

Each 100-ft Roll sold individually

Lowe's Item # 15816

Lowe's Item # 15888
The Mister Landscaper trademarked Green Landscape Stake® Assembly, is, and has been since the beginning, a defining product that represents everything that is Mister Landscaper - from excellence and quality to water conservation. Mister Landscaper set the pace for the industry to follow with this product, and is still leading today. Comprised of the highest quality resins, these Assemblies feature a 10 GPH Flow Controlled Violet Adapter, ON/OFF Mister Adjustment Valve, 13-in Stake, and the most flexible and durable Vinyl on the market.

**MLS-211 Green Landscape Stake Assembly®**
The MLS-211 is a consumer favorite and also comes in our Trademarked green color. It is in fact a number one best seller and is sold pre assembled with 27 inches of Green flexible Vinyl, a Violet Flow Controller which keeps water usage at only 10 GPH, a Vinyl Collar, and a Mister Adjustment Valve, which is used to turn the water flow on and off, and also adjusts the size of the spray pattern. **Mister NOT included**

1 Stake Assembly sold individually

Lowe’s Item # 15675

- Locking Collar • Mister Adjustment Valve • 10 GPH Violet Flow Controller
- 27-in flexible Green Vinyl • 13-in Green Stake

**MLS-BLA Black Landscape Stake Assembly®**
This Landscape Stake Assembly comes pre assembled and ready to snap directly into the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. The black color makes this assembly a great alternative to the Green Stake Assembly. As always the MLS-BLA comes complete with 27 inches of Black flexible Vinyl, a Violet Flow Controller which keeps water usage at only 10 GPH, a Vinyl Collar, and a Mister Adjustment Valve, which is used to turn the water flow on and off, and also adjusts the size of the spray pattern. **Mister NOT Included**

1 Stake Assembly sold individually

Lowe’s Item # 87865

- Locking Collar • Mister Adjustment Valve • Violet Flow Controller
- 27-in flexible Black Vinyl • 13-in Black Stake

**MLS-TAN Tan Landscape Stake Assembly®**
This Tan Landscape Stake Assembly comes pre assembled and ready to snap directly into the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. The Tan color makes this assembly a great alternative to the Green Stake Assembly. As always the MLS-TAN comes complete with 27 inches of Tan flexible Vinyl, a Violet Flow Controller which keeps water usage at only 10 GPH, a Vinyl Collar, and a Mister Adjustment Valve, which is used to turn the water flow on and off, and also adjusts the size of the spray pattern. **Mister NOT Included**

1 Stake Assembly sold individually

Lowe’s Item # 248983

- Locking Collar • Mister Adjustment Valve • Violet Flow Controller
- 27-in flexible Tan Vinyl • 13-in Tan Stake
**MLS-GRST**  **Green 13-in Stake with 1/4-in Vinyl Clip for Micro Sprays**
The Green 13-in Clip Stake has a side clip to securely hold 1/4-in vinyl tubing. For repairs, use to replace the stake of an existing landscape stake assembly. Green trademarked color blends into landscapes making it virtually invisible in your landscaping. Made with durable UV resins that will withstand extreme climates.
1 Stake sold individually  
Lowe's Item # 320745

**MLS-BLST**  **Black 13-in Stake with 1/4-in Vinyl Clip for Micro Sprays**
The Black 13-in Clip Stake has a side clip to securely hold 1/4-in vinyl tubing. For repairs, use to replace the stake of an existing landscape stake assembly. Made with durable UV resins that will withstand extreme climates.
1 Stake sold individually  
Lowe's Item # 320747

**MLS-CLR**  **1/4-in Vinyl Locking Collars**
This Vinyl Locking Collar is used to lock the Micro Spray Misters into the 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing.
10 Collars per card  
Lowe's Item # 320746

**MLS-V10**  **10 GPH Flow Controller**
The Violet Flow Control does just that - it controls the volume of water that flows to the Landscape Stake Assemblies. It allows only 10 GPH of flow at normal household pressure. This piece is responsible for allowing use of up to 50 Stake Assemblies per 300-ft of 1/2-in Poly Tubing from a single outdoor water faucet.
2 Controllers per card  
Lowe's Item # 320748
**MLS-22 8-in Stake Extension**
The Landscape Stake Extension is perfect for watering taller plants and shrubs. It simply threads into the Vinyl at the top of the Stake Assembly and adds an extra 8 inches of height.
3 Stake Extensions to a card

Lowe's Item # 81268

**MLS-231 Mister Riser Assembly**
The MLS-231 is a great addition to any Mister Landscaper collection. It threads directly into the 1/2-in Poly Tubing. This version comes with a Violet Flow Controller which keeps water usage at only 10 GPH, and a Mister Adjustment Valve; which is responsible for turning the water flow on and off and also adjusts the size of the spray pattern.

Mister NOT included. 1 Riser sold individually

Lowe's Item # 16525

- Mister Adjustment Valve
- 10 GPH Violet Flow Controller
- 8-in Riser
Deliver The Water

The 3 in 1 Swap Top Mister® - an innovation in Low-Volume Irrigation. Mister Landscaper has developed a way to offer you three completely unique spray patterns all in the convenience of one unit. To gently, and efficiently water your landscapes, gardens, roses, flower beds, shrubs, trees, greenhouse plants, and much more all you need is found in this simple, easy to use, 3 in 1 Micro Spray Mister. Achieve your first two patterns using the colored Swap® and your third pattern by removing it altogether. It’s simple and easy.

**MLM-404 165°/180°/320° Fan Sprays**

This Green/Orange 3 in 1 Swap Top® Mister includes a 320° fan spray, a 165° half circle, and a true 180° half circle spray pattern.

4 Misters/4 Swap Tops per card

**MLM-236 360° Rose/90° Fan/Center Strip**

This Red/Yellow 3 in 1 Swap Top® Mister includes a down spray pattern, a center strip, and a quarter circle spray pattern. This Mister is ideal for roses, narrow walk ways, and in corners.

4 Misters/4 Swap Tops per card

---

Deliver The Water
Mister Landscaper prides itself on giving the homeowner commercial grade products that can be used at home as well as in the fields of commercial industry. Misters, Spinners, and Swap Tops are no exception. The one major advantage to these Mister Landscaper products is their incredible watering efficiency. In combination with the Violet Flow Controller, these products use only 10 GPH (gallons of water per hour). Whereas, some commercial low-volume irrigation can use as much as 30 - 40 GPH. Those are great savings even by low-volume standards. Our Misters, Spinners, and Swap Tops are NOT foggers that atomize water. Our products have low angle-flat fan sprays to efficiently irrigate using a uniform spray pattern. These low angle sprays with heavy water droplets also help to prevent wind drift.

**MLM-05 Small Full Circle Spinner**

This solid green Spinner is an ideal solution for watering smaller landscape or garden areas where full coverage is desired. This Spinner has eight outlets to throw the water in a uniform coverage up to 38 square feet. **5 Spinners per card**

- 5-7 ft. diameter small circle pattern
- Lowe's Item # 71214

**MLM-15 Large Full Circle Spinner**

This green and gray Spinner utilizes only two outlets, allowing for increased pressure and longer spray distances. This Spinner covers up to 120 square feet and is ideal for large landscape and garden areas. **10 Spinners per bag**

- 10-12 ft. diameter large circle pattern
- Lowe's Item # 87864

**MLM-01 End Strip Micro Spray**

This violet End Strip Mister provides a narrow directional spray that makes it ideal for the ends of walk ways or narrow landscapes. **5 Misters per card**

- 4-5 ft. radius end strip pattern (Width of Spray 1-2 ft.)

**MLM-02 Center Strip Micro Spray**

This yellow Center Strip Mister is a great solution for watering narrow walk ways and landscapes. **5 Misters per card**

- 4-4.5 ft. radius center strip pattern (Width of Spray 1-2 ft.)
MLM-03 **Quarter Circle Micro Spray**
This blue Quarter Circle Mister is an excellent choice for watering corners, landscapes and gardens.
5 Misters per card

4-5 ft. radius quarter circle pattern

MLM-03B **Quarter Circle Fan Micro Spray**
This Winged 90° Quarter Circle Mister Jet is ideal for use in corners or in small garden areas.
12 Misters per bag

4-5 ft. radius quarter circle pattern

Lowe’s Item # 8269

MLM-04 **165° Half Circle Fan Micro Spray**
This orange 165° Half Circle Mister is one of our most popular Misters. The fact that it sprays less than a true 180° half circle makes it ideal for spraying away from houses and sidewalks.
5 Misters per card

4-5 ft. radius half circle pattern

Lowe’s Item # 71213

MLM-06 **Down Spray Stream Micro Spray**
This red Down Spray Mister was designed especially for small applications. It’s an ideal choice for plants where watering the root zone only and not the foliage is preferred, as with some types of roses. 5 Misters per card

4-6 ft. diameter down spray pattern
Deliver The Water

**MLM-44 180° Half Circle Fan Micro Spray**

The Winged 180° Half Circle Mister Jet is extremely versatile. It is ideal for most landscaping and gardening applications and has a true 180° half circle spray pattern. 12 Misters per bag

*4-5 ft. radius true half circle pattern*  
Lowe’s Item # 87861

**MLM-14F Full Circle 14 Stream Micro Spray**

This 360° x 14 Streams full Circle Micro Spray Jet is ideal for watering large landscapes and garden areas. The 14 streams cover a full circle pattern from 14 ft. to 16 ft. (Covers 150 to 200 sq. ft.)

5 Misters per Card  
Lowe’s Item # 287620

---

*Water Trivia*

Did you know that a person will use as much as 100 gallons of water to wash a car. We use on average less than 1/3 of that to wash ourselves.
**MLT-STACAP** Replacement Caps
Replacement Caps for tops of Adjustable Drippers MLD-ADB and Adjustable Dripper Stakes MLD-STA.

- 5 Caps per bag

**MLT-BARBCAP** Replacement Caps for Retrofit
Replacement Caps for use MLA-1RA1, MLA-2RA, MLA-4RA4 and MLA-RA9. Made in the USA.

- 5 Caps per bag

**MLT-DIA** Replacement Diaphragms
Blue 10 GPH Diaphragm replacement part for all violet flow controllers MLS-V10 on stake assemblies and mister risers. Made in the USA.

- 5 Diaphragms per bag

**MLT-VCL** 1/4-in Nail Fastener Clamp
The Nail Fastener Clamps are specifically designed to attach and hold the 1/4-in Vinyl Tubing to wooden surfaces as found on decks and porches. These Clamps are particularly useful when installing Drippers or Dripper Stakes in hanging baskets.

- 25 Clamps per bag
- Available in Black and White MLT-VCL WHITE

---

**Water Wise:**
When brushing your teeth, shaving, or washing your face turn the water off when not in use. This could save up to 20 gallons of water per person per day.
“Color Coded & Numbered Packaging With Item Numbers & Bilingual”

1 - Green - “Connect The System”
2 - Yellow - “Lay It Out”
3 - Blue - “Deliver The Water”

Packaging Headers

Drip Irrigation
Irrigación por goteo

Conserves Water
Conserva el agua

1. **Connect the System**
   Conecte el sistema
   Attach to any outdoor faucet, or retrofit to an existing PVC sprinkler system
   Conecte a cualquier grifo al aire libre, o refórtelo a un sistema de riego de PVC existente.

2. **Lay It Out**
   Coloque
   Customize with reusable fittings and commercial grade tubing
   Personalice con conectores reutilizables y tubería de grado comercial.

3. **Deliver the Water**
   Entregue el agua
   Dripers and Micro Sprays use the perfect amount of water every time
   Los regadientes y microsprays usan la cantidad perfecta de agua cada vez.

NEW Store Header
**Mister Landscaper — It’s easy as 1-2-3**

1. **Connect the System**
   - Connect to any outdoor faucet or retrofit to an existing PVC sprinkler system.

2. **Lay It Out**
   - Customize the system with reusable fittings and commercial grade tubing.

3. **Deliver the Water**
   - Delivered through filters to deliver the perfect amount of water every time.

---

**Front**

**The Basics**

- **Step 1:** Connect the System
- **Step 2:** Lay It Out
- **Step 3:** Deliver the Water

---

**Back**
Limited Warranty

Mister Landscaper, Inc. warrants, to the original purchaser only (this product) (all products listed in the “Catalog”) shall be free of defects in workmanship and materials for a period of one year from the date of purchase. This limited warranty includes a warranty against deterioration from exposure to direct sunlight. Normal discoloration may occur under such circumstances, but will not affect the performance of the product during the warranty period. This warranty is void and shall not apply to any product that is misused or not maintained properly, nor to any product not manufactured by Mister Landscaper, Inc. even if used in conjunction with Mister Landscaper products. No seller, distributor, agent or other persons has the authority to waive, alter, expand or supplement the express provisions of this limited warranty.

Purchaser’s sole and exclusive remedy hereunder shall be to return the defective product within the warranty period, along with satisfactory proof of purchase, (provide physical address, Attn: Warranty Department). Upon confirmation by Mister Landscaper, Inc. that the product is defective and subject to this limited warranty, Mister Landscaper, Inc., as its option, shall repair or replace the product without additional charge to the purchaser.

There are no warranties that extend beyond the description on the face hereof and Mister Landscaper, Inc. specifically disclaims all other warranties, express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. In no event shall Mister Landscaper, Inc. be liable for damages of any kind, including, without limitation, any special indirect, incidental or consequential damages even if Mister Landscaper, Inc. has been advised of the possibilities of such. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation may not apply to you, the purchaser. This limited warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you, the purchaser, may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

Mister Landscaper, Inc  
PO Box 1849 • Dundee, FL 33838

Phone: 863-439-3200 • Toll Free: 800-654-4086

Fax: 863-439-6608 • Toll Free Fax 800-441-6294

Web: misterlandscaper.com

E-mail: sales@misterlandscaper.com
Mister Landscaper, Inc. is partnered with Maxijet, Inc., a US manufacturer of quality, low volume irrigation products. The Thayer family, a fifth generation of Florida citrus growers, has pioneered this low-volume spray jet technology from 1972 to present day. In 1985 Samuel Thayer followed in his fathers footsteps by bringing to the company new inventions that helped the company expand their sales in the Ag, Nursery, and Commercial Landscape markets. After running Maxijet for several years with Dianne Halliday they decided to launch the retail division, Mister Landscaper, Inc., in 1991.

From the onset of the company, both Sam and Dianne have been motivated by the desire to give homeowners the ability to water their landscapes and gardens just like professional growers irrigate their nurseries and groves. Today the company has succeeded in its goals. Mister Landscaper and Maxijet are now nationwide and worldwide companies. And with the support of great employees and customers these companies continue to grow by leaps and bounds.

With the priority of water conservation at an all time high, Mister Landscaper is leading the pack and setting new standards for quality irrigation products and services. Exciting things are happening and we want to thank you for choosing Mister Landscaper!

- The Mister Landscaper Team

Lowe’s Plumbing Department Vendor of the Year - 2002 & 2006